
“It does not require a majority to prevail, but rather an irate, tireless minority keen to set brush fires in 
people’s minds.” –Samuel Adams 

Town Crier Committee Report                            

The Truth makes us free…We live in an Era of Lies                           Vol 12 No 04

January 1, 2023 

Obama’s Surrogate 
Former Vice President Biden’s New Year Hangs in 

the Balance                                                                                                                                TCCR Social Media Screenshots
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Cloward and Piven were Communist professors at Columbia
University, who believed in transforming America. In 1966 they
wrote and published an article outlining how to transform
America by overwhelming the system and overloading the
government bureaucracy with impossible demands to bring on
an economic collapse and the fall of capitalism.  

                                    

                           

During both terms                                                    FB Image 

of the Obama administration Cloward-Piven was 
faithfully executed. Now in Obama's third term, with his
surrogate former Vice President Biden officiating, the 

TCCR Social Media Screenshot                                                            process continues.                                                                              
The picture above shows Richard Cloward and Francis Piven at a Clinton administration bill signing.           

To Patriots Happy New Year… Others prepare to do battle 

                                            

                                 TCCR Social Media Screenshot

We are in a war.  Dead ahead is victory—if we act. The battlefield is everywhere…
RESIST

Like our Facebook Page    https://www.facebook.com/town  crier2010/  
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January 5, 2023                                  

Home of
the Brave
For Two Years J 6 Patriots have
been Confined in the DC Jail

Amid reports from various sources, J 6 detainees                                                                                         US Gov Photo DC Jail 

report abuses while they are forced to await their trials—no speedy trials; no ability to post bond; and 
in some cases no legal representation. The J 6 prisoners claim they are not provided with attorneys, are 
not cared for medically and are provided poor food, forcing them to rely on food brought in by friends 
and relatives or food purchased at the Jail Commissary in the DC Jail. In addition the facilities are filthy 
and often reek of offensive odors. Recreational time for J 6 prisoners is greatly restricted as compared 
to other prisoners in the Correctional Detention Facility. Detainees report physical and sexual abuse by 
guards and a program of Communist indoctrination, such as white supremacy doctrine being forced on 
them. 
Unannounced US Marshal’s (USMS) inspections found 'deficiencies' in the DC jail holding J 6 defendants.
These inspections, along with a Congressional inspection by Rep. Marjorie Taylor Green (R Ga), Reps. 
Gohmert (R-TX), Gosar (R-AZ), and Gaetz (R-FL), took place in November of 2021. Rep Marjorie Taylor 
Greene stated that the J 6 detainees have been subjected to a “Two-tiered Justice System.” “What’s 
happening to these people being held in custody is wrong. It’s unconstitutional, a violation of their 
rights, and an abuse that I call on every single member of Congress to start paying attention to.”  The 
result of the above mentioned inspections caused prison officials to transfer prisoners, including some 
of the J 6 people, to other facilities within the federal prison system. There are many conflicting reports 
of how many prisoners there are and where they are. We believe the one we are presenting is accurate.
It was the most recent accounting and was received from Tea Party researchers. Currently there are 61 J
6 Patriots in Federal custody as of December 30, 2022:

22 in the Washington DC Jail;
21 in Federal Prisons in Virginia; 

   16 in Federal Prison in Pennsylvania; 
  1 in Federal Prison in Florida and one in an unknown location.
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Political Prisoners in America 
The total number of political prisoners, including those under house arrest in America, as of December 
26, 2022 is reported to be about 960.  Also being reported is that 465 people have pleaded guilty. The 
question is, did they plead guilty to insurrection or a minor trespass charge? 

The fact that there are even political prisoners existing in America reveals the degree and depth of our 
tyrannical government in Washington DC. 
Americans, across the country, are beginning to 
understand that the Department of Justice and 
law enforcement at all levels are joining in the 
persecution of America First Patriots. They use 
their high office in a pretense of asserting justice
when, in fact, they are imposing terror and 
tyranny.

Patriots know what is necessary to restore 
liberty to our Constitutional Republic. It seems 
they are caught in the grips of the illegitimate 

TCCR Staff Screenshot                                                                                           forces that occupy the Capital of the Central 
Government of the United States. Many leaders of the America First Patriots are responding to the 
intimidation that comes from the “Deep State” forces that prevail in DC. They see any response in 
Washington as a potential entrapment. “Their response is to freeze as a deer does in the headlights of 
an oncoming car,” a Tea Party member said.

Patriots went to Washington January 6, 2021 to exercise their First Amendment right of free speech and
the right to assemble. Americans have traditionally addressed grievances that they have with their 
government. There was an insurrection on January 6, 2021 but it was not the patriots who initiated it. It 
was initiated by the Communists who reside in high places within Washington. Insurrectionists come 
with weapons. The Trump supporters came in peace without weapons. The true insurrectionists were 
the Capital Police, FBI, and other law enforcement who did
have weapons and facilitated the entry of protesters into
the Capital Building. The false flag operation was
coordinated by law enforcement and elements of the Black
Blog Anarchists, Antifa and globalist politicians feeding at
the trough. The only person killed that day was an Air
Force veteran, Ashli Babbitt, who was not armed. Facts
have come to reveal that Capital Police officer, Lt. Michael Byrd,                                                    FB Image 

shot the unarmed protester, who posed no threat, without even being as much as identified.                    
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The Supreme Court of the United States has 
scheduled a hearing for January 6, 2023, on a 
case that could potentially remove the shadow 
government of Joe Biden and Kamala Harris 
from office along with numerous legislators who
violated their “Oath of Office” during the 
insurrection of January 6, 2021. It's a long shot 
according to former Governor Mike Huckabee 
who recently made reference to it.   Patriots 
have been aware of the Brunson Brothers’ 
lawsuit against the US Government for some 
time. This case could bring about a dramatic 
change of power in government, since so many 
politicians and government employees                 

FB Image                                                                                                                      have violated their “Oath of Office” throughout 
the Federal Government. According to the requirements of the US Constitution, they are violating the 
law. Supporters of this lawsuit claim that this would bar those found guilty from ever participating in 
government again at any level. 

Land of the Free Home of the Brave
In the land of the free and the home of the brave, American citizens are getting used to the idea of 
receiving handouts from the federal government without requiring any constructive and productive 
effort on their part. In other words they're getting lazy and the work ethic is deteriorating. This lifestyle 
is not sustainable and the trend will end up in poverty, hopelessness and being a slave to an all powerful
government. Adding greatly to the decline of the work ethic were the lock downs brought about by the 
COVID-19 bio attack by the Chinese Communist Party in 2020. Not only did the lock down damage our 
work ethnic, it also provided cover for changing the electoral process to a massive mail in ballot system 
which favors the Democrat Party’s urban voter fraud. In the end the COVID-19 pandemic was as 
fraudulent as the elections. The fraudulent election allowed the coup d'etat on January 6, 2021, when 
members of both parties refused to acknowledge the people's choice for President.    

On January 6, 2023, there will be demonstrations in support of the J 6 defendants across the Country. 
Patriots will be holding rallies on a National level. Those who went to Washington to protest the 
fraudulent election were brave. Those who have been indicted and are fighting the corruption are 
demonstrating a higher level of bravery. But those who are incarcerated, who sing the National Anthem 
in the face of their captors, are the bravest of all. In America, the home of the brave is in a federal jail. 
God bless them. They fight for LIBERTY.
 Like our Facebook Page    https://www.facebook.com/town  crier2010/   
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January 8, 2023

Candlelight Vigil in Nation’s 
Oldest 
City

TCCR Staff Photos

On January 6, 2023 the Saint Augustine Tea Party and North Florida Patriots conducted a Candlelight 
Vigil in the historic district of St. Augustine, Florida, the nation’s oldest city. The candles intertwined 
with the “Nights of Lights” celebration in the City’s Plaza de la Constitucion. The Nights of Lights is an 
extended Christmas display that lights up the entire historic district with millions of small white lights. It 
attracts people from all over the world. 

There were between 75 and 100 brave souls who attended the vigil. Those speaking at the event were 
individuals who were actually in Washington, DC on January 6, 2021.  They gave their own personal 
accounts as to what happened on that fateful day. A notable personality was Ben Pollack.  Ben Pollack 
was carrying a large, oversize American flag flown in a respectful but distressed status. [Upside Down 
Ed]  Pollack, who lives in Lakeland, Florida, tells an emotional story about an early morning raid on his 
home by the FBI. Pollack refuses to submit to Federal tyranny, but has paid a high price.  He reports that
one son is a J 6 prisoner, being held unconstitutionally, in Naples, Florida. A daughter who is under 
house arrest and who was in attendance,  said, “I wear the prisoner bracelet with pride.” And a second 
son who is still free, though at an unknown location,  has a warrant out for his arrest for his activities 
associated with the fraudulent election’s certification. The warrant was issued in June of 2021.
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In addition to the speakers, the names of J 6 political prisoners currently
incarcerated (a number totaling 62) were read off with their locations noted.  A
complete list of honored names follows this article. In addition to those held in
custody, 960 others have been indicted. Biden's FBI promises more arrests. They
have indicated that 1,000 more are coming. 

The DC Swamp Politicians Terrified  
After the event TCCR interviewed participants. The general consensus of those
interviewed after the event was that the number of people present in DC was
grossly understated. A number most used was 2 million people.  Not all of the people                      FB Image

who were in Washington addressed the group from the Plaza’s Gazebo.

A woman, who wishes to be anonymous, disclosed that she was formerly from Texas and had been a 
Tea Party Chairman there for many years. She revealed that she was in Washington on January 6, 2021. 
She was surrounded with a massive peaceful group of Trump supporters and thought about going to the
Capitol Building. She then noticed there was no police presence—millions of people with no first 
responders present for health and safety reasons. It seemed to her this was very unusual, so she stayed 
where she was. There was no one present who didn't have a story about how the Capitol Police and the 
FBI, or at least people that looked like federal agents, were the instigators around the Capitol Building. 
One Tea Party member was tear gassed and pepper sprayed and he was on the side of the building that 
was not breached. There were reports of tear gas bombs being thrown into peaceful demonstrators.  
The political creatures of both parties have never understood how the Tea Party movement, later the 
Trump rallies, could generate so much enthusiasm when they could not. And here we have essentially 
one man who brought 2 million people to Washington and it terrified them. They had to get rid of 
Trump and they had to intimidate patriots to the point where they would avoid coming back to the 
captured capital. And that's what the FBI has been doing with these J 6 victims and their friends. 

The Terror and Intimidation Will Begin in Earnest 
In the coming year, tyranny will only intensify as Government will have 87,000 armed IRS agents to 
intimidate conservatives and Trump supporters. Even if they are defunded by the Republican House, it 
is entirely possible that they will move forward anyway because we live in a lawless land. 

This candlelight vigil was organized as part of a national demonstration. Preliminary Google searches for
events other than the one in Saint Augustine has not produced new events for 2023. MSM is totally void
of any mention of the demonstrations honoring the political prisoners of America.   
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                                                                                                                     TCCR Staff Photo

J6ers held @ WASHINGTON DC CORRECTIONAL TREATMENT FACILITY
Caldwell, Daniel Ray- #376977 (DC CTF/CDF)    Sponsor: Ellen

Chrestman, William- #376975 (DC CTF/CDF)    Sponsor: Terri G.
Dempsey, David- #378838 (DC CTF/CDF)    Sponsor: Chenoa 

Fitzsimon, Kyle-#376979 (DC CTF/CDF)    Sponsor: Aida
Gieswein, Robert-#376980 (DC CTF/CDF)    Sponsor: Aida

Harrelson, Kenneth- #377692 (DC CTF/CDF)    Sponsor: Jon
Jenkins, Shane- #377186 (DC CTF/CDF)    Sponsor: Chenoa 

Khater, Julian Elie- #377187 (DC CTF/CDF)    Sponsor: FoxyFawnzy
Larson-Olson, Micki- #376303 (DC CTF)    

McGrew, James- #377892 (DC CTF/CDF)    Sponsor: Tim & Terri 
McHugh, Sean- #378159 (DC CTF/CDF)    Sponsor: Aida

McKellop, Jeffrey- #376887 (DC CTF/CDF)    Sponsor: Tim & Terri 
Meggs, Kelly- #376780 (DC CTF/CDF)    Sponsor: Barbara B.

Mellis, Jonathan- #376907 (DC CTF/CDF)    Sponsor: Kathleen
Miller, Garret- #377321 (DC CTF/CDF)    Sponsor: Mark

Mink, Jorden Robert- #377184 (DC CTF/CDF)    Sponsor: Kathleen 
Padilla, Joseph- #376981 (DC CTF/CDF)    

Sabol, Jeffrey- #376906 (DC CTF/CDF)    Sponsor: Ansley
Schwartz, Peter- #377185 (DC CTF/CDF)    Sponsor: Lecia

Shively, Bart- #381138 (DC CTF/CDF)    Sponsor: Tim/Terri 
Stager, Peter- #376784 (DC CTF/CDF)    Sponsor: Mamacita Patriot

Watkins, Jessica- #376520 (DC CTF/CDF)    Sponsor: Jane 
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J6ers held @ US PENITENTIARY LEWISBURG (PA)
Ballard, Thomas John- #59329-509 US Penitentiary Lewisberg (PA)    

Brockhoff, Nicholas- #47559-509 Lewisburg (PA)    
Byerly, Alan- #53898-509 Lewisburg (PA)    Sponsor: Kathy P.

Courson, Mason- #78637-509 Lewisburg (PA)    
Fellows, Brandon- #26410-509 Lewisburg (PA)    

Jackson, Brian- #04735-510 Lewisburg (PA)    
Lang, Edward Jacob- #76480-054 Lewisburg (PA)    

Lazar, Samuel- #56948-509 PA US Penitentiary Lewisberg (PA)    
Mault, James- #68584-509 Federal Correctional Complex Allenwood (PA)    

Morss, Robert- #49896-509 Lewisburg (PA)    Sponsor: VickieB
Norwood, William- #31957-509 Lewisburg (PA)    

Ramey, Barry- #97293-509 Lewisburg (PA)    
Rodriguez, Daniel- #37567-509 Lewisburg (PA)    

Samsel, Ryan- #28332-509 Lewisburg (PASponsor: Barbara L
Sills, Geoffrey- #51315-509 Lewisburg (PA)    

Taake, Andrew- #56677-509 Lewisburg (PA)    Sponsor: VickieB 

J6ers held @ OTHER JAILS
Brown, Jeremy- #1875858 Pinellas Co. Jail (FL)    

Cantwell, Lewis Easton—TRYING TO LOCATE

J6ers held @ ALEXANDRIA DETENTION CENTER (VA)
Biggs, Joseph Randall- #279495 Alexandria Detention Center (VA)    Sponsor: Jeff

Bilyard, Aiden- #A019XXXX Alexandria Detention Center (VA)    
Jensen, Douglas Austin- #280954 Alexandria Detention Center (VA)    

Nordean, Ethan- #281751 (Alexandria Detention Center (VA)    
Pezzola, Dominic- #281564 Alexandria Detention Center (VA)    Sponsor: Wendy

Rehl, Zackary- #281752 Alexandria Detention Center (VA)    
Rhodes, Stewart-# A0190059 Alexandria Detention Center (VA)    

Tarrio, Henry- #281879 Alexandria Detention Ctr, (VA)    
Thompson, Dustin- #279788 Alexandria Detention Center (VA)    Sponsor: AngieB

    
J6ers held @ VIRGINIA NORTHERN NECK REGIONAL JAIL

Alam, Zachary- #44453 (NNRJ)    RJ)    
Sargent, Troy- #52487 (NNRJ)     Brown, Jeffrey- #52508 (NNRJ)    

Gardner, Mitchell- #51710 (NNRJ)    
Grant, James- #50986 (NNRJ)    Sponsor: Ryder Di

Jersey, Justin- #51362-509 (NNRJ)    
Kenyon, Josiah- #50948 (NNRJ)    Sponsor: Sancia

McCaughey, Patrick- #49580 (NNRJ)    
Munafo, Jonathan- #52428 (NNRJ)    

Neely, Darrell- #52171 (NNRJ)    
Reid, William- #51685(NNRJ)    

Sandlin, Ronald- #52029 (NN
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                                                                                            FB Images  Washington DC January 6, 2021

God bless and strengthen those who are giving so much in the defense of Liberty!

Like our Facebook Page    https://www.facebook.com/town  crier2010/  
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January 10, 2023

How many Times are we
expected to Believe
On January 7, 2023, on the 15th try, Kevin McCarthy, the person no
one really wanted as Speaker, became the Speaker of the
118thCongress. Right out of the “GOP Play Book of Deception” and
following in the foot steps of John Boehner and Paul Ryan,
McCarthy’s first act was to bamboozle the people with the first
order of business being a bill to defund the 87000 new IRS agents
the Democrats want to hire. 

Back stepping for a moment—in 2010 with the enthusiasm of the
Tea Party movement, the Republican Party took control of the
House of Representatives and one of the first bills put before the
House, by Speaker John Boehner, was the repeal of Obamacare.
Republicans would vote to repeal Obamacare on a regular basis but
it was all a deceitful trick because in 8 years of Obama, they
consistently funded Obamacare. It was easy for them to vote
against Obamacare because the vote was inconsequential and
popular with the people. When it actually became possible to
repeal Obamacare they didn’t do it; the repeal of Obamacare was
dropped from the conversation and  was never mentioned again.  

Fast forward and Speaker McCarthy is using the same old trick.                                           TCCR Staff Screenshots

Defunding 87,000 armed IRS agents who will be going after Constitutional Conservatives and Trump 
supporters is popular among the great majority of Americans. So it will be advantageous for the new 
Speaker to bring it up frequently knowing that nothing of consequence will occur. The simple fact is the 
funding has already occurred. It was in the massive spending bill that Republicans just signed onto.  
Maybe the true nature of McCarthy’s political orientation is revealed in his embrace of Communist, 
Hakeen Jeffries, the new Democrat Minority Leader.  

This begs the question—how many times are we expected to believe the Republican deceit? 

Like our Facebook Page    https://www.facebook.com/town  crier2010/  
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January 18, 2023

Letter to the Editor 
By Gayle Cranford                                                                   

In a recent issue of The Epoch Times newspaper
(January 4-10,2023), editor-at-large Roger L. Simon
wrote an article entitled "How to Be Happy in 2023 –
Make Saving the Republic Your New Year's Resolution."

How prescient and important that advice is for all
Americans given the climate of today's world!

In particular, Simon's advice should be heard and
absorbed by important organizations such as our own
St. Johns County REC (Republican Executive
Committee). As members of the REC and citizens of the
greatest country ever created, we conservatives can no
longer turn our attention away from dividing influences
in our society and our organization as we fight for the
very life of our great Republic. 

Indeed, every person alive living in the United States of
America should be aware of the destructive designs of many                                                      Cranford Photo 

of our so-called leaders...local, state, federal, and global. Communism is alive and well, patiently and 
insidiously making inroads in our society to effectively destroy our Republic forever.

Our failing educational system has not equipped our children to continue the tenets of our Founders in 
keeping our country healthy. It is assumed that it was Benjamin Franklin who, when asked about the 
kind of government being created, commented, "A Republic if you can keep it."

Many of us feel it in our bones that, against the wisdom of Franklin, we are losing it. I've been watching 
this decline for the last sixty years. I am a child of the World War II years and well remember the 
country's unity during those years.

Any political activism on my part began during the election between Richard Nixon and John F. Kennedy
when my late registration card was misplaced by the Youngstown, Ohio, Board of Elections. I was 
twenty-four when I marched alone and with determination into the Board of Elections headquarters to 
fight for a waiver to allow me to vote in my first presidential election. I received it!!
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In later years, I was privileged to serve as a poll worker for ten years in western Pennsylvania where my 
husband and I were living. I vividly remember the election day of the Obama/McCain campaign. Voters 
seem to have come out of the woodwork to vote for the first black candidate because there was great 
hope that his election would end racism as we knew it.

I began to write letters to the editor of our local newspaper, ultimately having a letter published nearly 
each month for several years eventually even developing a following of like-minded readers. I joined the
newly-organized and active local Tea Party. 

During the intervening years, both my daughter and I were widowed and shared a home for three years 
before making a huge decision during the COVID-19 hysteria nearly two years ago. We moved to Florida
from Pennsylvania.

One of the reasons for our move was our alarm at what we saw happening in our state and in too many 
other states during the last couple of presidential elections. Lawlessness seemed to prevail.

But, like many of you have done as well, I have tried, in my very small way, to save my beloved country.

So, having shared this with you, my fellow conservatives and patriots, I can speak to my difficulty in 
understanding the division among St. Johns County Republicans...especially those who are members of 
the REC. May I say that there should be Republican unity if only for the obvious reason that any 
dissension among our various points of view weakens our resolve to "Save the Republic."

Now, let's make that 2023 Resolution today!

Like our Facebook Page    https://www.facebook.com/town  crier2010/  

                                                                      FB Image
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January 26, 2023

Would Be Breathtaking If Our
Republican Governors And
Conservative Congress Took A
Bold Stand Collectively                                        

                          Bennett Photo     

By CS Bennett

We all know that Governor Ron DeSantis is being attacked viciously because of his stance against the 
Left’s WOKE and CRT agendas which has spread across the United States like cancer. This is because he 
has had the courage to stand up to them, much like that other republican leader they fear, hate and 
despise so much. In the past, leaders on our side have capitulated whenever they felt they were about 
to be called racists and bigots. So, they folded when they should have been courageous and stood tall 
and firm.

It’s pretty odd how the Left is accusing the Florida governor of censoring the history of Black Americans 
and blocking the study of the plight of Blacks as slaves when their side refuses to acknowledge the 
historical bond the Black community has with the Republican Party, a bond the Left has gone all out of 
their way to deny existed and have aggressively kept suppressed. What have they to hide? Believe me, 
plenty!

If I were Florida’s governor, I would challenge those on the Left, and those on our side who aid them. I 
would go Mafia on them. I would say, if you want to put these lies into our government run schools, 
then you will allow our side to teach them the true history of the two parties and then let us see which 
one wins over the minds of our youth. We have to stand up and stop the Left from barring conservative 
minds from coming into government schools to teach our children the truth about the history and roles 
both parties played during slavery, the breakup of the Union, the ensuing Civil War, Reconstruction, and

the passage of the 13th, 14th, and 15th Amendments, all three championed by the 1860s Radical 
Republicans.

I’ll tell you what, if the two histories were placed sided by side, our young people would quickly learn 
that the history of the Left is shameful and nothing to be proud of. As for republican leaders who came 
long after the 1860s renowned Radical Republicans, I fault them for not defending who we are and the 
issues we conservatives want to promote, especially during Black History Month which is a great 
opportunity to juxtapose what we have done for civil rights and how this one party liberated a group of 
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people from the oppression and bondage placed on them by a group of malcontents who waved the 
Dixie banner, and found refuge and support from the Democrat Party.  

As for talks of reparations, if there are to be any, it should come from the Democrat Party’s coffers, 
since they were the ones who supported slavery, instituted Jim Crow Laws, created Poll Taxes and had 
as its militant wing, the infamous KKK.

Let’s not hide from the truth and the lies of the democrats.  We must speak out! When they tell you 
that you are a racist and bigot, fire back that it was the party they supported, who enslaved, raped, 
tortured, sodomized, tarred and feathered, and held back the ancestors of the Black community, and 
did everything in their power to keep that community from voting and from becoming financially 
independent from government.

Finally, if you believe in life for all, tell these socialist that it is their ignoble political party who has little, 
or no, regard for the precious lives of the unborn. Yes, let the chips fall where they may for this is what 
happens when truth enters the conversation.

Yes, if I was the republican governor of Florida, or the republican governor of any other state in the 
Union, and was viciously attacked on this very subject, I would let my voice resonate like a four-story 
size bell, loud and clear, as I introduce truth into the equation. My compatriots, we have to shine the 
light of truth when confronted by the dark and nefarious lies of the Left… To do anything less is an 
exercise in futility and will result in our own subjugation and oppression…

                                                    

FB Image

Like our Facebook Page    https://www.facebook.com/town  crier2010  
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January 29, 2023

SATP Staff Screenshots 

Tea Party Holding Sheriff and
School Board Accountable
Porn in Public Schools and Sheriff’s Refusal to Enforce Florida Law Exposed

On January 28, 2023 the Saint Augustine Tea Party (SATP) conducted demonstrations at the intersection
of State Road 312 and US Hwy. 1S, reportedly the busiest intersection in St. Johns County, Florida.  

The SATP, which formed in 2010, has a history of organizing demonstrations in the streets of Saint 
Augustine and in St. Johns County (SJC).  “In 2014, when most other Tea Parties were eliminated by the 
Republican Party and their political operatives on a national level, the SATP has continued to fight on for
the interests of “We the People” against the corrupt political system so very prevalent today.” Former 
SATP Chairman, Lance Thate, stated: “At issue today is the existence of pornography in SJC school 
libraries and the SJC School Board’s refusal to do anything about it as they enjoy the support of the SJC 
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Sheriff's Office (SJSO). I am so very proud of our new, younger SATP members who continue the struggle
for what’s right and honorable. Their bravery does not go unnoticed,” Thate concluded.

Today about 20 people spread out across the four corners of the huge intersection of 312 and US 1 and 
on the various traffic pedestrian islands to protest against the cultural revolution of the communist left 
with signs and flags. A 105.5 FM Reporter interviewed numerous demonstrators including the Deputy 
pictured above. 

Shawn Morrison, the current SATP Chairman, made the following statement:   

“We passed out about 100 fliers with a short list of the books as well as censored excerpts 
to cars that were held up in traffic. Also SJSO complaint forms were distributed.  We were 
approached by a SJSO Deputy who was very friendly. He has children in the SJC school 
system. He was unaware of the issue but seemed to have a like mind as we. He took a copy
of the books as well as the Florida Statues which we cited and said he’d be looking into it. 
The St. Augustine Radio Station, 105.5 FM, did lengthy interviews and will be airing a story
about the SATP demonstrations that will take place on January 30, 2023. Today's 
demonstration was only the first of many demonstrations that will be held at various 
locations in the future. The Tea Party is dedicated to bringing decency back to St. Johns 
County and to the Country. The Tea Party Movement is alive and well in the America First 
Movement.”   

 

                                                                                                       FM Image

Like our Facebook Page    https://www.facebook.com/town  crier2010/  
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WE LIVE IN THE LAND OF THE FREE ONLY BECAUSE OF THE BRAVE

 
 

There is a Revolution going on. Come join the Counter Resistance.  Stand up 
for individual Liberty.
Come join us.  We are a small Committee with many tasks to do to preserve the Liberty. We are blessed 
to see the awakening of America.    

 Lance L. Thate,   

Town Crier Committee Chairman
Editor and Publisher of the Town Crier Committee Report 
lancethate@Gmail.com 

Like our Facebook Page    https://www.facebook.com/town  crier2010/  
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The Goal of Socialism is

 Communism

DEFEND
LIBERTY

PLEASE SEND YOUR DONATIONS
TO:

 SAINT AUGUSTINE TEA Party 
PO BOX 451 East Palatka

Fl.`32131
    Donations are not currently deductible.
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